The death of Benedict Anderson (GOVERNMENT) was covered by the New York Times and 194 other media outlets around the world.

STATS AT A GLANCE
- 254 external media stories tracked
- 2 press releases/tip sheets distributed
- 1 studio appearance arranged
- 8 Cornell Chronicle/Pawprint/Ezra stories
- 13 Tweets
- 8 Facebook posts

SELECTED STORIES

**Humanities and Arts**

*Reflections on Global History in the 20th Century: Towards a New Vision for the 21st Century* (video)
*Center for Strategic & International Studies*, 12/14/15
Jian Chen (HISTORY)

*21st Century Politics* (audio)
*American Democrats Podcast*, 12/13/15
Maria Cristina Garcia (HISTORY, LATINA/O STUDIES)

*150th anniversary of amendment celebrated*
*Standard Times*, 12/11/15
Ed Baptist (HISTORY)

*Historians: Donald Trump would copy FDR's most shameful policies*
*Syracuse.com*, 12/10/15
Derek Chang (ASIAN AMERICAN STUDIES, HISTORY)

*Two juniors receive Harry Caplan Travel Fellowships*
Two drama critics receive 2015 George Jean Nathan Award

The Hottest Ticket in Town

Scientists Map Titan's Lakes, Revealing Clues to their Origins

Why a Windex-like ocean sloshing within Saturn's moon excites astronomers

Two missions face off to seek life in icy seas of Enceladus

LHC sees hint of boson heavier than Higgs

Forgetful male voles more likely to wander from mate

Enceladus: A second genesis of life at Saturn? (audio)

Social Sciences

Benedict Anderson, Scholar Who Saw Nations as ‘Imagined,’ Dies at 79

Amazon reworking rules for product reviews
What’s the impact of Joseph Stiglitz’s work on economics?
*World Economic Forum, 12/16/15 and 4 other media outlets*
Kaushik Basu (ECONOMICS)

Scholar describes pitfalls minorities face in academia
*Cornell Chronicle, 12/14/15*
Steven Alvarado (SOCIOLOGY)

**Other Stories and Multiple Departments**

Third group of Posse students thriving at Cornell *
*Cornell Chronicle, 12/18/15*
Jonathan Roman ’19, Matthew Carter ’19, Gabriela Zamora ’17, Anthony Halmon ’17, Mary Khalaf ’17 (CHEMISTRY, CAPS)

College Scholars’ research: circus arts to inequality *
*Cornell Chronicle, 12/18/15*
Michael Goldstein, Anne Birien, Conor Hodges ’18, Kasey Han ’18, Severine Hex ’18 (PSYCHOLOGY, ADVISING, COLLEGE SCHOLAR)

Yujin 'Stacy' Joo '16 wins Cornell Concerto Competition
*Cornell Chronicle, 12/14/15*
Yujin 'Stacy' Joo ’16 (CHEMISTRY)

Meet new members of the Cornell faculty, 2015-16 *
*Cornell Chronicle, 12/15/15*

*Written and/or edited by A&S Communications staff
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